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Abstrat. We onsider the problem of automating the derivation oftight asymptoti omplexity bounds for solving Horn lauses. Clearly,the solving time ruially depends on the \sparseness" of the omputedrelations. Therefore, our asymptoti runtime analysis is aompanied byan asymptoti sparsity alulus together with an asymptoti sparsityanalysis. The tehnial problem here is that least �xpoint iteration failson asymptoti omplexity expressions: the intuitive reason is that O(1)+O(1) = O(1) but O(1) + � � �+O(1) may return any value.
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1 IntrodutionA program analyzer workbenh should aid the analysis designer in the onstru-tion of eÆient program analyses. In partiular, the workbenh has to providea spei�ation language in whih the program properties to be analyzed an beonveniently formalized. Typially, the program analyzer generated from suha spei�ation onsists of a frontend for ompiling the input program togetherwith the spei�ation into a onstraint system whih then is solved.Here, we onsider an approah where (some fragment of) prediate logiserves as a spei�ation language for the analysis. Thus, we use prediates torepresent program properties and Horn lause-like impliations to formalize theirinter-dependenies. The notion of prediates denoting relations is stronger thanusing just lassial bit vetors or set onstraints as provided by the BANE system[1℄ and makes the onstrution of ontrol-ow analyses very easy (see [11, 12℄ forreent examples). There are three further reasons for the interest in an analyzerworkbenh based on this approah:{ The task of the frontend is redued to the extration of ertain input relationsfrom the program whih then together with the lause speifying the analysisis supplied to the solver algorithm. Thus, it is possible to rapidly add newfrontends for further languages to be analyzed.



{ The task of omputing the result is redued to omputing the desired modelof a formula. As minor syntatial variations of formulas an have majorimpats on the eÆieny of solving, the task of tuning of the analysis boilsdown to tuning of formulas. Transformations along these lines were reportedin [12℄ and are urrently studied in the ontext of [13℄. And �nally,{ The generated program analyzers have preditable performane. This is thetopi of the present paper.Clearly, any good algorithm should be preditable { although only few are suÆ-iently well understood. Here, by preditability we mean two things. First, thealgorithm should return the expeted answers { this has lassially been alledorretness. But seond, the algorithm also should return the answer in a reliableamount of time { meaning that the algorithm either always should be fast or,should allow an easy to understand lassi�ation of inputs into those whih arerapidly doable and others whih potentially take longer.Our goal in this paper is to obtain safe estimations for the asymptoti om-plexities of the generated analyzers. For ease of presentation we explain ourapproah for a very simple fragment of prediate logi only, namely, for Hornlauses. For these, MAllester has presented a omplexity meta-theorem [11℄whih redues the omplexity estimation for lause solving to ounting of \pre-�x �rings". These numbers, however, as well as pratial lause solving timesruially depend on the \sparseness" of involved relations. Therefore, we de-velop an asymptoti sparsity alulus whih formalizes this notion and allows toautomate the neessary alulations. We use this alulus both to derive an au-tomati omplexity estimator and also to design a sparsity analysis whih infersasymptoti sparsity information for prediates for whih no sparsity informationhas been provided by the user. This is partiularly important for auxiliary pred-iates that are not part of the original formulation of the analysis but have beenintrodued during lause tuning (see, e.g., [12, 13℄ for an example).The tehnial problem here stems from the observation that lassial least�xpoint iteration fails on asymptoti expressions: O(1)+O(1) = O(1) but O(1)+� � � + O(1) may return any value. We overome this diÆulty by relying on aninteresting theorem about uniform �nite bounds on the number of iterationsneeded for \nie" funtions to reah their greatest �xpoints { even in preseneof dereasing hains of unbounded lengths.The paper is organized as follows. We introdue basi notions about Hornlauses in setion 2. In setion 3 we report on MAllester's omplexity meta-theorem. In setions 4 and 5 we present the tehnial ideas onto whih ouranalysis is based. In setion 6 we explain the asymptoti sparsity analysis. Insetion 7 we sketh our implementation and present results for various benh-mark lauses.2 Horn ClausesIn this setion, we reall the lassial notion of Horn lauses (without funtionsymbols) as our onstraint formalism. A Horn lause is a onjuntion of impli-



ations of the form: g1; : : : ; gm ) r(X1; : : : ; Xk)where g1; : : : ; gm is a (possibly empty) list of assumptions and r(X1; : : : ; Xk) isthe onlusion. W.l.o.g. we assume that the argument tuples of prediates in goalsor onlusions are always given by mutually distint variables. Thus, the goalsgi ourring as assumptions either are queries s(Y1; : : : ; Yn) to prediates orequality onstraints between variables or variables and onstants:g ::= s (Y1; : : : ; Yk) j X = Y j X = afor variables X;Y; Y1; : : : ; Yk and atoms a.Horn lauses are interpreted over a universe U of atomi values (or atoms).For simpliity (and by onfusing syntax and semantis here), we assume that allatoms ourring in the lause are ontained in U . Then given interpretations �and � for prediate symbols and (a superset of) ourring variables, respetively,we de�ne the satisfation relation (�; �) j= t (t a goal or lause) as follows.(�; �) j= r (X1; : : : ; Xk) i� (�X1; : : : ; � Xk) 2 � r(�; �) j= X = Y i� �X = � Y(�; �) j= X = a i� �X = a(�; �) j= g1; : : : ; gm ) r(X1; : : : ; Xk) i� (�X1; : : : ; � Xk) 2 � rwhenever 8i : (�; �) j= gi(�; �) j= 1 ^ : : : ^ n i� 8j : (�; �) j= jIn partiular, we all an interpretation � of the prediate symbols in R a solutionof  provided (�; �) j=  for all variable assignments � of the free variables in .The set of all interpretations of prediate symbols in R over U forms a om-plete lattie (w.r.t. omponentwise set inlusion on relations). It is well-knownthat the set of all solutions of a lause is a Moore family within this lattie. Weonlude that for every lause  and interpretation �0 there is a least solution � of with �0 v �. An algorithm whih, given  and �0, omputes � is alled a Hornlause solver. In the pratial appliation, e.g., of a program analyzer workbenh,the initial interpretation �0 assigns to input prediates relations whih have beenextrated from the program to be analyzed. Depending on the input prediates,the lause  (representing the analysis) de�nes ertain output prediates whihreturn the desired information about the program to be analyzed.3 Conrete Calulation of RuntimesIn [11℄, MAllester proposes an eÆient Horn lause solver. In partiular, hedetermines the omplexity of his algorithm by means of the number of pre�x�rings of the lause. Let � be an interpretation of the prediate symbols. Letp � g1; : : : ; gm denote a sequene of goals and A = Vars(p) the set of variablesourring in p. Then the set T�[p℄ of �rings of p (relative to �) is the set of allvariable assignments for whih all goals gi sueed. Thus, this set is given by:T�[p℄ = f� : A! U j 8i : (�; �) j= gig



In partiular, if p is empty, then Vars(p) = ;, and T�[p℄ only onsists of a singleelement, namely, the empty assignment (whih we denote by ; as well). The setF�[℄ of pre�x �rings of a lause  is given by the set of all �rings of pre�xes ofsequenes of assumptions ourring in .Let us now without loss of generality assume that eah impliation p )r(args) is bottom-up bound, i.e., eah variable ourring in args also ours inthe list p of assumptions1. MAllester's result then an be stated as follows:Theorem 1 (MAllester). Let  be a Horn lause of size O(1) and �0 an ini-tial interpretation of the prediate symbols ourring in . Then the least solution� of  with �0 v � an be omputed in time O(j�j+ jF�[℄j), i.e., asymptotiallyequals the ardinality of � plus the number of pre�x �rings relative to �. utThus, omputing the omplexity of Horn lause solving redues to asymp-totially ounting the number of pre�x �rings. In simple appliations, this anbe done manually by looking at the lause and exploiting bakground knowl-edge about the ourring relations. In more ompliated appliations, however,this task quikly beomes tedious | making a mehanization of the asymptotiounting desirable. This is what we are going to do now.We observe that omputing sets of �rings an be redued to the appliationof a small set of operations on relations and sets of variable assignments: For setsof variables A � V , we de�ne an extension operator extA;V whih maps subsetsE � A ! U to subsets of V ! U by \padding" the variable assignments in allpossible ways, i.e.: extA;V E = f� : V ! U j (�jA) 2 EgIn partiular for A = ; and E = f;g, extA;V E = V ! U .For sets of variable assignments E1 � A! U and E2 � B ! U , we de�ne anextended intersetion operation \A;B by extending the variable assignments inboth sets Ei to the union V = A [B �rst and omputing the intersetion then:E1 \A;B E2 = (extA;V E1) \ (extB;V E2)For simpliity, we omit these extra indies at \\" if no onfusion an arise. Usingthis generalized intersetion operation, we an ompute the set of �rings of a listp of assumptions indutively by:T�[℄ = f;g T�[p; g℄ = T�[p℄ \ T�[g℄| given that we are provided with the sets of �rings for individual goals. Aord-ingly, the number C�[t℄ of pre�x �rings assoiated to a list of goals or onjuntionof impliations t indutively an be omputed by:C�[℄ = 1 C�[p) r(: : :)℄ = C�[p℄C�[p; g℄ = C�[p℄ + jT�[p; g℄j C�[1 ^ : : : ^ n℄ =Pnj=1 C�[j ℄1 Assume that the impliation is not bottom-up bound, andX ours in the onlusionbut not in p. Then we simply add the goal X = X to the list of assumptions.



We onlude that, in order to determine the asymptoti behavior of the numberof pre�x �rings, we must �nd a desription for possible asymptoti behaviors ofsets of variable assignments whih allows us:1. to get a (hopefully tight) desription for the intersetion of sets;2. to extrat a safe ardinality estimate for the sets from their desriptions.We will now proeed in two steps. First, we abstrat relations and sets of variableassignments to a desription of their quantitative behavior. The latter then isused to obtain the asymptoti desription.4 Abstrat Calulation of RuntimesOur key idea is to use (k�k)-matries to desribe the quantitative dependeniesbetween the omponents of k-ary relations.4.1 Sparsity MatriesFor a k-tuple t = (a1; : : : ; ak) and j in the range 1; : : : ; k, let [t℄j = aj denotethe j-th omponent of t. Let r denote a relation of arity k over some universeU of ardinality N 2 N . To r, we assign the (k � k)-sparsity matrix �[r℄ whoseoeÆients �[r℄ij 2 N are given by:�[r℄ij = WfjSj(i; a)j j a 2 Ug whereSj(i; a) = f[t℄j j t 2 r; [t℄i = agHere, W denotes maximum on integers. Please note that the value �[r℄ij , i.e.,the maximal ardinality of one of the sets Sj(i; a), depends on j in a rathersubtle way: for eah j we �rst ollet the j-th omponents from the tuples inthe relation r in whih a appears on the i-th plae (all eah suh an elementan j-witness) and then ompute the ardinality, i.e., how many di�erent suhj-witnesses at most exist. So, for di�erent j's these values an be quite di�erent.As an example, onsider the edge relation e of a direted graph. Then �[e℄12equals the maximal out-degree of nodes of the graph, �[e℄21 equals the maximalin-degree. The values �[e℄ii ount the maximal number of i-witnesses given a�xed i-th omponent: thus, they trivially equal 1 (for all non-empty relations).In partiular for a binary tree, we obtain the matrix:�1 21 1�Every sparsity matrix m for a non-empty relation satis�es the following threemetri properties:mii = 1 for all imij � N for all i; jmij � mil �mlj for all i; j; l (triangular inequality)Let M(N)k denote the set of all (k � k) sparsity matries whih satisfy thethree metri properties above. We have:



Proposition 1. M(N)k is a omplete lattie with the following properties:1. The least upper bound operation is omputed omponentwise, i.e.,(a t b)ij = aij _ bij for a; b 2M(N)k and all i; j = 1; : : : ; k.2. The funtion � is monotoni, i.e.,R1 � R2 � Uk implies �[R1℄ v �[R2℄ in M(N)k. utThe mapping � indues a Galois onnetion between (sets of) k-ary relationsand sparsity matries. Instead of giving a onretization funtion  (returningdownward losed sets of relations), we here prefer to introdue a desriptionrelation �(N) between relations and matries where for r � Uk andm 2M(N)k,r �(N) m i� �[r℄ v mOur next step onsists in giving abstrat versions of neessary operations onrelations. First we de�ne for a; b 2M(N)k, the (k � k)-matrix a� b by:(a� b)ij = �1 if i = j(aij + bij) ^N if i 6= jwhere \^" denotes minimum. We have:Proposition 2. 1. The operation � is monotoni;2. If ri �(N) ai for i = 1; 2, then also (r1 [ r2) �(N) (a1 � a2). utNext, we onsider the greatest lower-bound operation whih is going to abstratthe intersetion operation on relations. Opposed to the least upper bound, thegreatest lower bound annot be omputed omponentwise. As a ounterexampleonsider the two matries (for N = 100):
a = 0� 1 2 100100 1 100100 100 1

1A b = 0� 1 100 100100 1 3100 100 1
1A

The omponentwise greatest lower bound is given by:
a ^ b = 0� 1 2 100100 1 3100 100 1

1A
In partiular, (a ^ b)13 = 100 > 6 = 2 � 3 = (a ^ b)12 � (a ^ b)23.In order to obtain the greatest lower bound of two matries we additionally haveto perform a (reexive and) transitive losure (rt losure for short).Let m denote a (k�k)-matrix with entries in f1; : : : ; Ng. Then the rt losure� m is de�ned by (� m)ii = 1 and:(� m)ij =^fmij1 �mj1j2 � : : : �mjg�1jg �mjgj j g � 0; j 2 f1; : : : ; kggfor i 6= j. In our example, the rt losure of a ^ b is given by:

�(a ^ b) = 0� 1 2 6100 1 3100 100 1
1A



It is well-known that the rt losure of a matrix an be omputed eÆiently. Forthe greatest lower bound we �nd:Proposition 3. 1. The greatest lower bound of a; b 2M(N)k is given bya u b = �(a ^ b) where(a ^ b)ij = aij ^ bij for i; j = 1; : : : ; k2. Whenever ri �(N) ai, i = 1; 2, then also (r1 \ r2) �(N) (a1 u a2). utOur domainM(N)k is related to the domain of di�erene bound matries asused, e.g., for the veri�ation of �nite state systems with lok variables [5℄ andfor analyzing simple forms of linear dependenies between program variables [14℄.In ontrast to these appliations, we here use positive integers from a boundedrange only and also treat this oeÆient domain both additively (namely, forabstrating union) and multipliatively (namely, for abstrating intersetion).The key property of our abstration of relations is that sparsity matries allowto estimate ardinalities. For m 2M(N)k we de�ne:ardm = N �Yfmxy j (x; y) 2 Tgwhere (f1; : : : ; kg; T ) is a minimal ost spanning tree of the omplete diretedgraph over f1; : : : ; kg with edge weights (i; j) 7! mij . Consider, e.g., the matrix:
 = 0� 1 2 6100 1 3100 100 1

1A
The weighted graph for  is depited in �g. 1 (self loops and edges with weight100 are omitted). A minimal spanning tree of this graph is given by the edges

1 2 3
2 3

6Fig. 1. The weighted graph for the matrix .
(1; 2) and (2; 3). Therefore, we obtain: ard  = 100 � 2 � 3 = 600. We have:Proposition 4. Assume r � Uk and m 2 M(N)k suh that r �(N) m. Thenalso jrj � ardm. ut4.2 Computing with SparsitiesIn a similar way as to relations, we an assign sparsity matries to sets E ofvariable assignments � : A! U for some set A of variables. Here, we deliberately



allow to index the entries of sparsity matries by the Cartesian produt A�A.The sparsity matrix of the non-empty set E of variable assignments then is givenby: �[E ℄xy =_f jf� y j � 2 E ; � x = agj j a 2 UgLet M(N)A denote the omplete lattie whih onsists of all matries withentries from f1; : : : ; Ng whih are indexed with A � A and satisfy the threemetri properties. We introdue an abstrat version of the operator extA;V bypadding the orresponding matrix with the maximally possible value for the sofar missing entries. For A � V , we de�ne ext℄A;V :M(N)A !M(N)V by:
(ext℄A;V m)xy = 8<:1 if x = ymxy if x; y 2 A, x 6= yN otherwiseAordingly, we de�ne for a 2M(N)A, b 2M(N)B and V = A [B:a uA;B b = (ext℄A;V a) u (ext℄B;V b)For onveniene, we subsequently drop the subsripts \A;B" at \u". We have:Proposition 5. 1. If r �(N) a then also (extA;V r) �(N) (ext℄A;V a).2. If for i = 1; 2, ri �(N) ai then also (r1 \ r2) �(N) (a1 u a2). utThe greatest matrix>A 2M(N)A maps the pair (X;Y ) to 1 ifX = Y and toN otherwise. In order to shorten the presentation, we feel free to speify matriesjust by enumerating those entries whih deviate from the greatest matrix. Thusfor A = fX;Y g and N = 100, we write f(X;Y ) 7! 5gA to denote the matrix:f (X;X) 7! 1; (X;Y ) 7! 5;(Y;X) 7! 100; (Y; Y ) 7! 1 gEvery abstrat interpretation �℄ mapping prediate symbols to orrespondingsparsity matries, gives rise to an abstrat desription of sets of �rings by:T ℄�℄ [℄ = fg; T ℄�℄ [p; g℄ = T ℄�℄ [p℄ u T ℄�℄ [g℄where for individual goals,T ℄�℄ [r(X1; : : : ; Xk)℄ = f(Xi; Xj) 7! (�℄ r)ij j i 6= jgfX1;:::;XkgT ℄�℄ [X = Y ℄ = f(X;Y ) 7! 1; (Y;X) 7! 1gfX;Y gT ℄�℄ [X = a℄ = fgfXgThe treatment of goals X = a as outlined above would reord no informationabout X at all! In order to obtain a better preision here, we onsider equalitieswith onstants always together with the preeding goals. We de�ne:T ℄�℄ [p ; X = a℄ = T ℄�℄ [p℄ u f(Y;X) 7! 1 j Y 2 AgA[fXg



where A equals the set of variables ourring in the list p. By taking the subse-quent extension to the set A [ fXg into aount we reord that for eah valueof another variable Y there always an be at most one value of X (namely, a).Right along the lines of the omplexity estimation based on onrete relationsand onrete sets of �rings, we use abstrat desriptions of sets of �rings totranslate the onrete ost alulation into an abstrat one:C℄�℄ [℄ = 1 C℄�℄ [p) r(: : :)℄ = C℄�℄ [p℄C℄�℄ [p; g℄ = C℄�℄ [p℄ + ard (T ℄�℄ [p; g℄) C℄�℄ [1 ^ : : : ^ n℄ =Pnj=1 C℄�℄ [j ℄Using the estimation of ardinalities of relations aording to proposition 4, wean thus alulate an abstrat number C℄�℄ [℄ of pre�x �rings of a lause  givenan assignment �℄ of prediate symbols to abstrat sparsity matries:Theorem 2. Assume  is a Horn lause and � an interpretation of the prediatesymbols ourring in . Then we have:1. The number of pre�x �rings of  (relative to �) an be estimated by:C�[℄ � C℄�℄ [℄whenever the universe has ardinality at most N and(� r) �(N) (�℄ r)for all prediate symbols r ourring in .2. The value C℄�℄ [℄ an be omputed in time polynomial in the size of . utIn other words, our abstration allows to obtain a safe approximation to thenumber of pre�x �rings of lauses | given that the solution omplies with theassumed sparsity assignment.
5 Asymptoti Calulation of RuntimesEstimating the runtime of the solver on inputs adhering to a single pre-spei�edsparsity information, gives us no information on how the runtime sales up whenthe lause is run on larger relations. The ruial step therefore onsists in repla-ing the abstrat alulation from the last setion by an asymptoti one. For this,we �rst introdue the domain of our asymptoti omplexity measures. Then wederive the asymptoti runtime alulation and prove its orretness.5.1 Asymptoti ValuesFor measuring asymptoti sparsity and omplexity we use the abstrat valuen to refer to the size of the universe. In the appliation of a program ana-lyzer workbenh, the universe typially omprises the set of program points, thenames of variables et. Thus, its ardinality roughly orresponds to the size of



the program to be analyzed. Expressing omplexities in terms of powers of theardinality of the universe, however, often is too oarse. Therefore, we introduea seond value s � n whih is aounted for in the analysis. The parameter sould, e.g., measure the maximal number of suessors/predeessors of a nodein a graph. Aordingly, we are aiming at omplexity expressions of the formO(n � s2). In order to be able to ompare suh expressions, we must �x (an esti-mation of) the asymptoti funtional relationship between s and n. In partiular,we may assume that s� � n for some � 2 N or even s � log(n) implying thats� < n for all � (at least asymptotially). Let us all � the dependeny exponentof our analysis. For the following, let N denote the set of non-negative integersextended by a greatest element 1. Thus for every exponent � 2 N , we obtain alinearly ordered lattie D � of asymptoti omplexity measures:D � = fni � sj j 0 � i; 0 � j < �gThe least element of D � is given by n0 � s0 = 1. On D � we have the binaryoperations \�" (multipliation), \t" (least upper bound) and \u" (greatest lowerbound) whih are de�ned in the obvious way. Note that D � has in�nite asendinghains. Also, the lengths of desending hains, though �nite, annot be uniformlybounded.The set Pk(�) of all asymptoti (k�k)-matries onsists of all (k�k)-matriesa with entries aij 2 D � suh that the following holds:aii = 1 for all iaij v n for all i; jaij v ail � alj for all i; j; lSimilar toM(N)k, Pk(�) forms a omplete lattie where the binary least upperbound \t" and greatest lower bound \u" are de�ned analogously as forM(N)k.In partiular, we an use a ompletely analogous de�nition for the ard funtion.The elements in D � should be onsidered as funtions. Thus, given a onreteargument N 2 N , an element p an be evaluated to a natural [p℄� N by:[ni � sj ℄� N = �N i � log(N)j if � =1N i �N j=� if � <1Evaluation at a ertain point ommutes with the operations \�", \t" and \u".Asymptoti statements do not speak about individual elements. Instead, theyspeak about sequenes of elements. Let x = (x(N))N2N denote a sequene ofintegers x(N) 2 N and p 2 D � . Then we write:x �� p i� 9d 2 N : 8N 2 N : x(N) � d � ([p℄� N)This formalization aptures what we mean when we say that x is of order O(p).5.2 Computing with Asymptoti ValuesIn order to analyze the asymptoti runtime omplexity of the solver, we not onlyhave to onsider sequenes of numbers. Besides these, we onsider sequenes ofother objets (all marked by underlining). We introdue:



{ sequenes of relations r = (r(N))N2N where r(N) � (U (N))k for universesU (N) of ardinalities at most N ;{ sequenes of matries m = (m(N))N2N where m(N) 2M(N)k;{ sequenes of interpretations � = (�(N))N2N and abstrat interpretations �℄ =(�℄(N))N2N of prediate symbols.Also, we establish a desription relation between sequenes of matries m andasymptoti matries:m �� a i� (m(N)ij )N2N �� aij for all i; jIn partiular, we have:Proposition 6. 1. Assume a; b are sequenes of sparsity matries whih areasymptotially desribed by a� and b�. Then the following holds:(a(N) t b(N))N2N �� a� t b�(a(N) � b(N))N2N �� a� t b�(a(N) u b(N))N2N �� a� u b�2. If a is a sequene of sparsity matries and a �� a� then also(ard (a(N)))N2N �� ard (a�) utSimilarly to setion 4, we now an use the operations on asymptoti spar-sity matries to obtain asymptoti omplexity expressions for the runtime ofthe solver { given an asymptoti desription of the sparsities of the omputedrelations. Thus, for an assignment �� of prediate symbols to asymptoti spar-sity matries, we �rst infer asymptoti sparsity matries T ��� [p℄ for sequenes ofsets of �rings of pre-onditions and then alulate the orresponding asymptotiost funtions C��� [t℄ for the pre-onditions and lauses t. We proeed along thelines for sparsity matries. The main di�erene is that we now ompute over D �(instead of N ) and that we replae the matrix operation \�" with \t".Example. In [12℄, we onsidered a ontrol-ow analysis M0 for the ambientalulus [3℄ and showed how to derive an optimized lause M1 whih an besolved in ubi time. For onveniene, we desribed these analyses by using Hornlauses extended with expliit quanti�ation and sharing of onlusions | thesame analyses, however, an also be desribed by pure Horn lauses only. In orderto illustrate our omplexity estimation tehnique, we take the optimized lauseM1 and pik the abstrat desription of the In ation for ambients. Translatingthe Flow Logi spei�ation from [12℄ into plain Horn lauses, we obtain:in(X;A); father(X;Y ); sibling(Y; Z); name(Z;A)) father(Y; Z)Here, the binary relation in reords all pairs (X;A) where A is the label of anIn apability of ambients with name A. The binary relation father desribes all



pairs (X;Y ) of labels where Y is a potential enlosing environment of X. Thebinary relation sibling ollets all pairs (Y; Z) whih potentially have the samefather. Finally, the binary relation name reords all pairs (Z;A) where Z is thelabel of an ambient with name A. Thus, the universe U onsists of the labelsgiven to ambient expressions and apabilities ourring in the program togetherwith all ourring names. Therefore, the size n of the universe asymptotiallyequals the size of the ambient program. By de�nition, apabilities and ambientsare uniquely related to names. Therefore, the relations in and name are asymp-totially desribed by: �� in = �� name = �1 1n 1�The binary relation father represents the result of the analysis, i.e., desribesall plaes where an ambient may move to. Let us assume that this relation is\sparse", meaning that eah label has only few sons and few fathers. Boundingthe numbers of fathers and sons, implies upper bounds for the number of siblingsas well. Therefore, we set:�� father = �1 ss 1� �� sibling = �1 s2s2 1 �Let us assume that the exponent � equals 1. By varying the exponent � from1 (very sparse) down to 1 (dense), we instead ould trak the impat also ofother grades of sparseness onto the omplexity of the lause. For the omplexityestimation, we �rst ompute the asymptoti desriptions T ��� [pi℄ for the sets of �r-ings for the pre�xes p1; : : : ; p4 of the pre-ondition. The orresponding weightedgraphs are shown in �g. 2 (self loops and edges with weight n are omitted). Thenwe alulate their ardinalities. Starting with p1 � in(X;A), we �nd:T ��� [p1℄ = f(X;A) 7! 1gfA;Xg(see the leftmost graph in �g. 2). A minimal ost spanning tree is given by theedge (X;A). Therefore, ard (T ��� [p1℄) = n � 1 = n.Next, onsider the pre�x p2 � in(X;A); hasFather(X;Y ). Here, we have:T ��� [p2℄ = f(X;A) 7! 1gfA;Xg u f(X;Y ) 7! s; (Y;X) 7! sgfX;Y g= � f(X;A) 7! 1; (X;Y ) 7! s; (Y;X) 7! sgfA;X;Y g= f(X;A) 7! 1; (X;Y ) 7! s; (Y;A) 7! s; (Y;X) 7! sgfA;X;Y g(see the seond graph in �g. 2). A minimal spanning tree of this graph on-sists of the edges (X;A) and (X;Y ) whih results in the ardinality estimation:ard (T ��� [p2℄) = n � 1 � s = n � s.Aordingly, we obtain for p3:T ��� [p3℄ = f (X;A) 7! 1; (X;Y ) 7! s; (X;Z) 7! s3(Y;A) 7! s; (Y;X) 7! s; (Y; Z) 7! s2(Z;A) 7! s3; (Z;X) 7! s3; (Z; Y ) 7! s2 gfA;X;Y;Zgwhere a minimal spanning tree is given by the edges (X;A), (X;Y ) and (Y; Z)(see the third graph in �g. 2). Therefore, ard (T ��� [p3℄) = n � 1 � s � s2 = n � s3.
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The asymptoti sparsity matrix for p4 di�ers from T ��� [p3℄ only in the entryfor (Z;A) where it has value 1 (instead of s3) (see �g. 2 to the right), and theasymptoti ardinality stays the same. Summarizing, the ontribution of theexample lause to the overall omplexity is determined as:C��� [p4℄ = F4i=1 ard (T ��� [pi℄)= n t n � s t n � s3 t n � s3 = n � s3 utFor an asymptoti sparsity assignment ��, let ard �� equal the least upperbound of all values ard (�� r), r 2 R. We obtain our main theorem:Theorem 3. For a Horn lause  of size O(1), let �� denote an asymptotisparsity assignment for the prediates ourring in . Then the following holds:1. The solutions � of  an be omputed in timeO(ard �� + C��� [℄)provided that the sequene of interpretations � is asymptotially desribed by�� (via � and �� ), i.e., for every ourring prediate r,(�[�(N) r℄)N2N �� (�� r)2. Asymptoti runtime estimates an be omputed in time polynomial in thesize of lauses. utIn other words, the runtime analysis predits orretly the omplexity of Hornlause solving for solutions whose sparsity matries are asymptotially desribedby ��. Moreover, the estimate itself an be omputed eÆiently.

6 Asymptoti Sparsity AnalysisHorn lauses will update ertain relations by means of assertions. In a generalappliation, we might have knowledge of the (asymptoti) sparsities of some re-lations whereas others are unknown beforehand or introdued a posteriori duringlause tuning. In the ontrol-ow analysis M1 for Mobile Ambients, this is thease, e.g., for the relation sibling whih is de�ned by the lause:father(Y; T ); father(Z; T )) sibling(Y; Z)



Clearly, it is both annoying and error-prone if the user has to provide informationalso for suh auxiliary relations { in partiular, if these are introdued by somefully automati lause optimizer.Therefore, we design a sparsity analysis whih takes the partial informationprovided by the user and tries to infer safe and reasonably preise (asymptoti)sparsity information also for the remaining prediates. We proeed in two steps.First, we infer sparsity matries and then explain how to do that asymptotially.6.1 Inferring Sparsity MatriesFor a set E � A! U of variable assignments and a sequene args = X1; : : : ; Xkof pairwise distint variables Xi 2 A, we de�neassert (E ; args) = f(�X1; : : : ; � Xk) j � 2 EgEah impliation p ) r(args) gives rise to the following onstraint on �:assert (T�[p℄; args) � � rThus, the funtion assert extrats from the �rings of the list of assumptions thetuples for the prediate on the right-hand side.Abstrating this onstraint system for solutions of , we obtain an equationsystem for the sparsity matries (�℄ r); r 2 R as follows. For eah prediate rin R of arity k, we aumulate the ontributions of assertions onto the sparsitymatrix of r where the impat of every impliation with mathing right-hand sideis obtained by abstrating the orresponding onrete onstraint. Aordingly,we de�ne an abstrat funtion assert℄ whih for m 2 M(N)A and a list args =X1; : : : ; Xk of pairwise distint variables Xi from A, ollets the entries from maording to the variable list args to build a (k � k)-matrix from M(N)k:assert℄ (m; args) = fij 7! mXi;Xj j i; j = 1; : : : ; kgFor r 2 R, let I[r℄ denote the set of impliations in  where r ours on the right-hand side. Let us furthermore �x an initial interpretation �℄0 and a (possiblytrivial) upper bound �℄1 to the sparsity matries of ourring prediate symbols.Then we obtain an equation system S℄ for the values �℄ r; r 2 R; by:�℄1 r u (�℄0 r � Mp)r(args) 2 I[r℄ assert (T ℄�℄ [p℄; args)) = �℄r
Computing the least model of the lause  is abstratly simulated by the least�xpoint iteration for S℄. This was the easy part. It remains to proeed to asymp-toti sparsities.6.2 Inferring Asymptoti Sparsity MatriesWe de�ne a funtion assert� whih, given an asymptoti sparsity matrix m anda list args = X1; : : : ; Xk of pairwise distint variables Xi, returnsassert� (m; args) = fij 7! mXi;Xj j i; j = 1; : : : ; kg



Thus, the all assert� (m; args) ollets the entries from m aording to the vari-able list args to build a (k�k)-matrix from Pk(�). For a given initial asymptotiassignment ��0 and an upper bound ��1, we obtain an equation system S� for thevalues �� r; r 2 R; by:��1 r u (��0 r t Gp)r(args) 2 I[r℄ assert (T ��� [p℄; args)) = ��r
The ontributions to �� r from di�erent impliations are now ombined by theleast-upper-bound operator. Sine the left-hand sides of S� are monotoni in theasymptoti sparsity assignment, the least as well as the greatest solution of S� arewell de�ned. Choosing the least solution, though, is no longer safe. Intuitively,this is due to the fat that although O(1) +O(1) = O(1), an arbitrary sumO(1) + : : :+O(1)may return any value. This is reeted in proposition 6.1 (line 2) whih speaksabout asymptoti desriptions of sequenes of binary \�"-appliations only. Theinorretness of the least solution beomes apparent when looking at the Hornlause de�ning the transitive losure t of an input edge relation e:e(X;Y )) t(X;Y ) ^ e(X;Y ) ; t(Y; Z)) t(X;Z)If we break down the orresponding system S� for the value (�� t) to equationsfor the omponents tij = (�� t)ij , we obtain the following equation for t12:b12 u (e12 t e12 � t12) = t12Here, b12 = (��1 t)12 is the upper bound for t12 spei�ed by the user, ande12 = (�� e)12 is the asymptoti maximal out-degree of the input graph. Letus assume that e12 = 1, i.e., the input graph has asymptotially onstant out-degree. Then the equation for t12 an be simpli�ed to:b12 u t12 = t12The least solution of this equation is t12 = 1 | implying that the transitive lo-sure of e neessarily has onstant out-degree as well: whih is wrong. In ontrast,the greatest solution gives us t12 = b12 | whih is reasonable, as it is the theupper bound provided by the user. Sparsity inferene, however, through thegreatest solution of S� will not always infer suh trivial results.Example (ontinued). Consider the de�nition of the auxiliary prediate siblingand assume that the matrix: ��1 father = �1 ss 1�has been provided as the asymptoti sparsity matrix of the prediate father.Then we alulate for p � father(Y; T ); father(Z; T ) (see �g. 3):T ��� [p℄ = f(Y; T ) 7! s; (T; Y ) 7! sgfY;Tg u f(Z; T ) 7! s; (T; Z) 7! sgfZ;Tg= f (Y; T ) 7! s; (T; Y ) 7! s; (Y; Z) 7! s2;(Z; T ) 7! s; (T; Z) 7! s; (Z; Y ) 7! s2 gfY;Z;Tg
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Fig. 3. The weighted graph for T ��� [p℄.
This gives us the value for left-hand side of the equation of S� for �� sibling :assert�(T ��� [p℄; (Y; Z)) = �1 s2s2 1 �Sine this matrix is onstant, it provides us with the �nal value of the greatestsolution of S� for sibling. Indeed, this was preisely the matrix whih we had toassert manually in the omplexity omputation of setion 5. utIn summary, we prove:Theorem 4. Let  denote a Horn lause of size O(1) and �� the greatest solutionof the equation system S�. Let �0 denote a sequene of initial interpretationswhih is asymptotially desribed by ��0 (via � and �� ) and � the sequene ofleast solutions of  exeeding �0. Then the following holds:1. Whenever the sequene � is asymptotially desribed by ��1 (via � and �� ),then it is also asymptotially desribed by ��. This means that, whenever(�[�(N) r℄)N2N �� (��1 r)for every prediate r, then also(�[�(N) r℄)N2N �� (�� r)for every prediate r.2. Greatest asymptoti sparsity assignments an be omputed in time polynomialin the size of the respetive lauses.In other words, given a safe assertion about the asymptoti sparsities of(some) prediates, our asymptoti sparsity analysis will provide a possibly betterbut still safe assertion about the asymptoti sparsities. Thus, it an be seen asa narrowing proedure to improve on a given safe information. Theorem 4 holdssine, opposed to the least �xpoint, the greatest �xpoint of the system S� isreahed after a uniformly bounded number of iterations.Proof. The equation system S� an be written as F �� = �� where F is thejoint funtion of left-hand sides in S�. Then we argue as follows.(1) We safely may apply one single �xpoint iteration, i.e., given that �� is aorret asymptoti sparsity assignment, F �� is still orret.(2) We safely may apply any onstant number of �xpoint iterations, i.e., giventhat �� is a orret asymptoti sparsity assignment, Fh �� is still a orretasymptoti sparsity assignment for any h whih may depend on the on-straint system { but is independent of the universe and the prediates.(3) The greatest �xpoint is reahed after a �nite number of iterations. Morepreisely, the greatest �xpoint of F is given by Fh ��1, with h � jRj � a2where a is the maximal arity of a prediate from R.



Assertion (1) follows by indution on the struture of pre-onditions. Assertion(2) follows aordingly. Therefore, it remains to prove assertion (3). First, weobserve that eah omponent of F de�ning an entry (i; j) of the asymptotisparsity matrix for some prediate r is omposed of a bounded number of basioperations on D � . Then we rely on the following observation:Let D denote a omplete lattie. A funtion f : D m ! D is alled nie i� fis monotoni and for all pairs of m-tuples (x1; : : : ; xm); (y1; : : : ; ym) 2 D m , withxi v yi for all i, the following holds:If f(x1; : : : ; xm) � f(y1; : : : ; ym) then ufxi j xi 6= yig v f(x1; : : : ; xm).Nieness of funtions is a semantial property whih generalizes the (partly syn-tatially de�ned) property onsidered by Knuth in [9℄. In ontrast to Knuth'sproperty, nieness is preserved under omposition, and least upper bounds:Proposition 7. 1. Constant funtions �x1; : : : ; xm:,  2 D , the identity �x:xas well as the binary operation t are nie.2. In ase of linear orderings D , also u is nie.3. Nie funtions are losed under omposition, greatest and least �xpoints. utA proof of the following theorem is inluded in the full version of the paper:Theorem 5. Consider a system of equations fi(x1; : : : ; xm) = xi, i = 1; : : : ;m;where all left-hand sides fi : D m ! D are nie. Let F : D m ! D m denote thefuntion F = (f1; : : : ; fm). If D is a linear ordering, then the greatest �xpoint�F of F is reahed after m iterations, i.e., �F = Fm(>; : : : ;>): utLet S denote the onstraint system over D � whih is obtained from S� bywriting the equations omponentwise. Thus, the set of variables of S are givenby all (�� r)ij , r 2 R, where eah left-hand side is an expression built up fromonstants and these variables by means of appliations of the operators \t",\u", and \�". Sine our operation \�" is also nie, we onlude from proposition7 that all left-hand side expressions in S represent nie funtions. Thus, theorem5 is appliable. As S has at most jRj � a2 many variables (a the maximal arityof a prediate in R), our assertion (3) follows. This ompletes the proof. ut
7 Pratial Implementation and Experimental ResultsThe key idea of MAllester's Horn lause solver is to bring lauses into a spe-i� anonial form whih then is easy to solve. In order to do so, he introduesauxiliary prediates for pre�xes of pre-onditions and employs onstrutor ap-pliations for olleting instantiated variables.In our appliations, we found it rather restritive to deal with Horn lausesonly. Therefore, we extended the Horn lause framework by expliit quanti�a-tion, onditional lauses and strati�ed negation. The Horn lause for transitivelosure, e.g., ould be written in our logi as:8X;Y : e(X;Y )) (t(X;Y ) ^ (8Z : t(Y; Z)) t(X;Z)))



The logi whih we have implemented is known to Logiians as alternation-freeleast �xpoint logi in lausal form [8℄. It is more expressive than \Horn lauseswith sharing" [12℄ or Datalog { even with strati�ed negation [4, 10℄.For this riher logi, MAllester's solving method does not suÆe any longer.Therefore, we developed and implemented an alternative solving algorithm. Inontrast to MAllester's method, our solving proedure does not rely on pre-proessing. It also abandons speial worklist-like data-strutures as are typialfor most lassial �xpoint algorithms [6℄. Still, it meets the same omplexity esti-mation for Horn lauses as MAllester's. For details about this solver algorithm,see [13℄. Aordingly, we extended and implemented the omplexity estimatordesribed in the preeding setions to this stronger logi and our solver.Applying the automati omplexity analyzer to the two formulationsM0 andM1 of ontrol-ow analysis for the Ambient alulus, we sueed in re�ning therough omplexity estimations from [12℄ | provided that further assumptionsabout the resulting ontrol-ow are met.Besides these re�nements for the ambient analyses, we report here also onthe results of the omplexity estimator on the following benhmarks:TC: transitive losure of some edge relation;FL: ontrol-ow analysis of a funtional language;P : ontrol-ow analysis for the pi alulus from [12℄.For transitive losure, the results are reported depending on the asymptotisparsity of the edge relation e. In the sparse ase, we use the asymptoti sparsitymatrix: �1 ss 1�For all ontrol-ow analyses, we investigate the impat of di�erent assumptionson the asymptoti sparsity of the result relation. The lauseM1 is obtained fromthe lauseM0 by introdution of various auxiliary prediates [12℄. No informationhas been provided to the omplexity analyzer for these | meaning that theirasymptoti sparsities are inferred by the system. The following table ollets theestimations omputed by our analysis:dense sparseTC n3 n2 � sFL n3 n � s2P n3 n2 � sM0 n4 n � s3M1 n3 n � s3The simplest lause is the one for transitive losure where the tool returnsthe expeted omplexities. On CFA for funtional languages, it niely assuresthat the omplexity is low if only few values are found for eah expression intowhih it may develop. The same holds true for the mobile ambients. Interestingly,here both the unoptimized and the optimized analysis give the same asymptotiomplexity { provided that the omputed relation is sparse.



8 ConlusionThe omplexity analysis has bene�tted from the pioneering ideas of MAllester[11℄ and Basin and Ganzinger [2℄ on the omplexity of solving Horn lauses.The ontribution of our paper is to fully automate the neessary alulations. Inpartiular, the idea of asymptoti sparsity matries for desribing the asymptotisparseness of relations as well as our narrowing algorithm for inferring asymptotisparsity matries for prediates seems to be new.MAllester himself [11℄ and together with Ganzinger [7℄ have provided fur-ther omplexity meta-theorems for interesting dedutive systems whih are alsoandidates for integration into a program analyzer workbenh. A hallengingopen question is whether the neessary omplexity alulations for these an beautomated as well.
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